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A Sot Zen priest and Dharma successor of Kosho
Uchiyama Roshi explores eight of Zen's most
essential and universal liturgical texts and explains
how the chants in these works support meditation
and promote a life of freedom and compassion.
“Wonderfully, in Akashic’s Oakland Noir, the
stereotypes about the city suffer the fate of your
average noir character—they die brutally.” —San
Francisco Chronicle In the wake of San Francisco
Noir, Los Angeles Noir, and Orange County Noir—all
popular volumes in the Akashic Noir Series—comes
the latest California installment, Oakland Noir.
Masterfully curated by Jerry Thompson and Eddie
Muller (the “Czar of Noir”), this volume will shock,
titillate, provoke, and entertain. The diverse cast of
talented contributors will not disappoint. Oakland
Noir offers stories by Nick Petrulakis, Kim Addonizio,
Keenan Norris, Keri Miki-Lani Schroeder, Katie
Gilmartin, Dorothy Lazard, Harry Louis Williams II,
Carolyn Alexander, Phil Canalin, Judy Juanita,
Jamie DeWolf, Nayomi Munaweera, Mahmud
Rahman, Tom McElravey, Joe Loya, and Eddie
Muller. “From the Oakland hills to the heart of
downtown, each story brings Oakland to life.” —San
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Jose Mercury News “Oakland is a natural for the
series, with its shadowy crimes and disgruntled
cops.” —Zoom Street Magazine “San Francisco’s
grittier next-door neighbor gets her day in the sun in
16 new stories in this tightly curated entry in
Akashic’s Noir series. The hardscrabble streets of
Oakland offer crime aplenty . . . Thompson and
Muller have taken such pains to choose stories
highlighting Oakland’s diversity and history that the
result is a volume rich in local culture as well as
crime.” —Kirkus Reviews
The material for these volumes has been selected
from the past twenty years' examination questions
for graduate students at University of California at
Berkeley, Columbia University, the University of
Chicago, MIT, State University of New York at
Buffalo, Princeton University and University of
Wisconsin.
The March 2018 British National Formulary (BNF 75)
is your essential reference book for prescribing,
dispensing, and administering medicines.
Bento includes over 70 quick, easy, and delicious
box lunch ideas for your family.
Johnny Tractor invites the reader to count from one
to ten using objects found on a farm. On board
pages.
Val Wyckoff is an assertive, witty, outspoken landscape
designer. But when she finds the murdered body of a notso-friendly colleague in her front yard, it seems that her
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gardening days
might
be over
It should have been a case like any other: a missing
princess, a king willing to pay in gold for her return. But
before he realizes it, sword jockey Eddie LaCrosse is
swept up in a web of mystery and deceit involving a
brutally murdered royal heir, a queen accused of an
unspeakable crime, and the tragic past he thought he'd
left behind. In order to uncover the answers he seeks,
Eddie must delve into the dark underbelly of society
while digging deep into his own private history, drawing
past and present together. Vast conspiracies, women
both beautiful and deadly, and a centuries-old revenge
scheme are only a few of the pieces in a lethal puzzle.
The Sword-Edged Blonde is a tour-de-force foray into a
realm of action, intrigue, and murder. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
When she volunteers to help with her parents' latest
venture in competitive rose cultivation, Meg Langslow
encounters unexpected ruthlessness among the
contestants and investigates when the show's wealthy
host is found murdered.
Rian Field is living her dream as a Marine Biologist until
she experiences a deadly encounter when her boat is hit
by a shark, triggering memories of the past and changing
her understanding of her present world.After surviving
the shark attack, Rian Field continues her work at the
Institute while trying to cope with her growing posttraumatic stress outbreaks. Striving to recover, she soon
finds herself in even more danger as she senses that her
former assailant is still threatening her life--and may be
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someone close
to her.
More disconcerting, though, is the
growing certainty that the trauma is somehow connected
to the shark attack, and Rian soon feels compelled to
uncover the truth of her past and discover who is after
her.
After being separated from her brothers and sisters, a
very small cat named Bo falls in with a sailor and
becomes a ship's cat, having various adventures at sea.
This fantastic overview of points, lines, angles, planes,
solids and space figures is great for middle and high
school students. It will help boost math confidence and
test scores.
Wicked Words - a collection of saucy and compelling short
stories Outrageous sex and lust-filled liasons are plentiful yet
again in the third volume of Wicked Words short stories.
Written by women at the cutting edge of erotic literature, the
series is the best in contemporary fiction aimed at women
who desire unashamed, indulgent fantasies. Fun, delicious,
daring and seductive, the anthology combines imaginative
writing and wild hilarity, making Wicked Words collections the
juiciest erotic stories to be found anywhere in the world.
Presents a selection of the author's poems from throughout
his life, from playful early poems to themes of mourning and
loss.
Roxanne Stokes doesn't believe in love. She does, however,
believe in the sexy-as-sin stranger who literally knocks her off
her feet in front of a nightclub. The chemistry sparking
between them takes her breath away, and she'll do anything
to ease the pain in his eyes...until she realizes the handsome
stranger is her best friend's older brother who's just come
home from war. Ian Walser had no idea the gorgeous woman
he slept with the night of his homecoming party was his little
sister's best friend—or that she'd be gone before morning.
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Roxanne's touch
soothes
him in a way nothing else can, and
he's not ready to walk away from that yet. Not when spending
time with her gave Ian a glimpse of everything he's ever
wanted. When his sister unwittingly pushes them together, he
sees his chance. But convincing a woman who doesn't
believe in love that she's his Mrs. Right might be harder than
any mission Ian's undertaken. Good thing this soldier likes a
challenge... Each book in the Come Undone series is
STANDALONE: * Wrong Bed, Right Guy * Chasing Mrs.
Right * Two Wrongs, One Right * Seducing Mr. Right
For more than 30 years the author has dazzled the public
with his flamboyant creations. His blown glass works are on
display in more than 180 museums around the world. This
volume focuses on his most imposing creations.
Jim Harrison's vivid, tender, and deeply felt fictions have won
him acclaim as an American master of the novella. His latest
highly acclaimed volume of novellas, The Summer He Didn't
Die, is a sparkling and exuberant collection about love, the
senses, and family, no matter how untraditional. In the title
novella, The Summer He Didn't Die, Brown Dog, a hapless
Michigan Indian, is trying to parent his two stepchildren and
take care of his family's health on meager resources — it helps
a bit that his charms are irresistible to the new dentist in town.
Republican Wives is a wicked satire on the sexual neuroses
of the right, the emptiness of a life lived for the status quo,
and the irrational power of love that, when thwarted, can turn
so easily into an urge to murder. And Tracking is a meditation
on Harrison's fascination with place, telling his own familiar
mythology through the places his life has seen and the
intellectual loves he has known. With wit as sharp and prose
as lush as any Harrison has yet written, The Summer He
Didn't Die is a resonant, warm, and joyful ode to our journey
on this earth.
This book is dedicated to Aristid Lindenmayer on the
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60th birthday
Contributions range from mathematics and theoretical
computer science to biology. Aristid Lindenmayer introduced
language-theoretic models for developmental biology in 1968.
Since then the models have been cus tomarily referred to as
L systems. Lindenmayer's invention turned out to be one of
the most beautiful examples of interdisciplinary science: work
in one area (developmental biology) induces most fruitful
ideas in other areas (theory of formal languages and
automata, and formal power series). As evident from the
articles and references in this book, the in terest in L systems
is continuously growing. For newcomers the first contact with
L systems usually happens via the most basic class of L
systems, namely, DOL systems. Here "0" stands for zero
context between developing cells. It has been a major
typographical problem that printers are unable to distinguish
between 0 (zero) and 0 (oh). Thus, DOL was almost always
printed with "oh" rather than "zero", and also pronounced that
way. However, this misunderstanding turned out to be very
fortunate. The wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL" could be read
in the suggestive way: DO L Indeed, hundreds of researchers
have followed this suggestion. Some of them appear as
contributors to this book. Of the many who could not
contribute, we in particular regret the absence of A.
Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and H.A. Maurer whose influence in
the theory of L systems has been most significant.
Collects fourteen stories that delve into the obsession with
life's unknowns and the prospect of altering the future by such
authors as Meg Cabot, Diana Peterfreund, and Michael
Grant.
How can you have a ghost story without a ghost? What if the
ghost is only in your head? How would you know that you
aren't losing your mind? By medical standards, sixteen-yearold Janine Palmer dies on the day of her automobile accident.
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travels
to the "other side," however, she is
told that it isn't her time to die, and is sent back to live out her
life. When she awakens from her coma, though, she
discovers that she hasn't come back alone. There is someone
else inside her mind. The voice in Janine's head claims to be
the ghost of Lenore, Janine's twin sister, who drowned twelve
years earlier. Lenore blames her own death on Janine and is
determined to live again in her sister's body. Now the two girls
must vie for one body. Can Janine be sure that her twin is
really inside her, or is she simply going crazy?
Edmondo De Amicis (1846 - 1908) was an Italian novelist,
journalist, poet and short-story writer. His best-known book is
Cuore, a children's novel translated into English as Heart. De
Amicis fought in the battle of Custoza during the Third
Independence War, a defeat of Savoy forces against the
Austrian Empire. In Florence, he wrote his first sketches
dealing with his frontline experience, collected as La vita
militare ("Military Life", 1868), and first published by the
journal of the Ministry of Defense, L'Italia Militare. In 1870, he
joined the staff of the journal La Nazione in Rome, and his
correspondence at the time later served as base for his travel
writings: Spagna (1873), Olanda (1874), Ricordi di Londra
(1874), Marocco (1876), Constantinople (1878), Ricordi di
Parigi (1879).
When Michael's father loses his job, he buys a boat and
convinces Michael and his mother to sail around the world.
It's an ideal trip - even Michael's sheepdog can come along. It
starts out as the perfect family adventure - until Michael is
swept overboard. He's washed up on an island, where he
struggles to survive. Then he discovers that he's not alone.
His fellow-castaway, Kensuke, is wary of him. But when
Michael's life is threatened, Kensuke slowly lets the boy into
his world. The two develop a close understanding in this
remote place, but the question of rescue continues to divide
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The Veiled SuiteThe Collected PoemsPenguin Books India
The Sunless Countries is the fourth novel in the Virga series
of hard science fiction space opera adventures In an ocean of
weightless air where sunlight has never been seen, only the
running lights of the city of Pacquaea glitter in the dark. One
woman, Leal Hieronyma Maspeth, lives and dreams of love
among the gaslit streets and cafés. And somewhere in the
abyss of wind and twisted cloud through which Pacquaea
eternally falls, a great voice has begun speaking. As its cold
words reach from space to the city walls—and as outlying
towns and travelers' ships start to mysteriously
disappear—only Leal has the courage to try to understand the
message thundering from the distance. Even the city's most
famous and exotic visitor, the sun lighter and hero named
Hayden Griffin, refuses to turn aside from his commission to
build a new sun for a foreign nation. He will not become the
hero that Leal knows the city needs; so it is up to her to listen,
and ultimately reply, to the voice of the worldwasp—because
an astonishing disaster threatens Virga. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

What's the first rule when staying at your best friend's
house for the week? Don't fall for her older brother.I
never paid much attention to my best friend's older
brother until he refused to kiss me.After that humiliating
day, I promised myself that Liam Turner would regret
ever making me feel less than worthy.But then I got
stuck spending the week at his house.So to make the
best of the situation, I made plans to find my next
summer boyfriend and flaunt it in Liam's face.Revenge
was working great until Liam made a U-turn and targeted
his charm and hotness on me.A practice date? Sure. I'd
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been missing. Falling for the enemy
was not on the agenda.Read all the books in this
series!When We Began (Cassie and Liam)Meet Me
There (Ashlyn and Luke)Don't Forget Me (Eliana and
Jess)It Was Always You (Lexi and Noah)My Second
Chance (Juliette and Easton)My Mistletoe Mix-Up
(Raven and Logan)Forever Yours (Alyssa and Jace)
Coming August 2019
"The rise and fall of kings and nations!"--Cover.
Winner of the Booker Prize A historical novel set in the
eighteenth century, Sacred Hunger is a stunning,
engrossing exploration of power, domination, and greed
in the British Empire as it entered fully into the slave
trade and spread it throughout its colonies. Barry
Unsworth follows the failing fortunes of William Kemp, a
merchant pinning his last chance to a slave ship; his son
who needs a fortune because he is in love with an upperclass woman; and his nephew who sails on the ship as
its doctor because he has lost all he has loved. The
voyage meets its demise when disease spreads among
the slaves and the captain's drastic response provokes a
mutiny. Joining together, the sailors and the slaves set
up a secret, utopian society in the wilderness of Florida,
only to await the vengeance of the single-minded, young
Kemp.
A modern classic of literature in Japan, Supermarket is a
novel of the human drama surrounding the management
of a supermarket chain at a time when the phenomenon
of the supermarket, imported postwar from the US, was
just taking hold in Japan. When Kojima, an elite banker
resigns his job to help a cousin manage Ishiei, a
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of Japan's provincial cities, a host of
problems ensue. Store employees are stealing products,
the books are in disaray, and the workers seem stuck in
old ways of thinking. As Kojima begins to give all his time
over to the relentless task of reforming the store's
management, a chance encounter with a woman from
his childhood causes him to ask the age-old question: is
the all encompassing pursuit of business success really
worth it? Sincere and naive in tone, Supermarket takes
us back to a simpler, kinder time, and skillfully presents
the depictions of its characters alongside a wealth of
information concerning Japanese post WWII recovery
and industrialization.
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